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					SolutionsSolutions

	ProductsTranslucent panels over structural aluminum box-beam systems.

		Canopy Systems[image: Highlight building entryways and create beautiful, functional transition spaces.]
	Clearspan™ Skyroofs[image: Create larger daylighting spans than you ever considered possible.]
	Removable Skylights[image: Form meets function with daylighting options that allow access into spaces below.]
	Building Enclosures[image: Factory-engineered and prefabricated enclosures go up fast with all components.]
	Pool Enclosures[image: Corrosion-resistant structures for daylighting residential or commercial pools. ]
	Natatoriums[image: For larger, professional natatoriums our systems offer benefits to meet competition-level requirements. ]





	ServicesWe offer a single-source solution from delegated design to installation. 

		Planning + Budgeting[image: ]
	Design + Engineering[image: ]
	Precision Fabrication[image: ]
	Installation[image: ]





	MarketsOur daylighting structures are ideal for education, recreation, industrial projects and more.


	RetrofitsTransform existing spaces with beautiful, energy-efficient daylighting.




Single-source, engineered daylighting for any project. 
Need Help?
Find Your Local Rep  
                        
                          
                          
                        
                      
We are here to help on your next project.
Download Brochure[image: SUI Brochure Cover]







	ResourcesResources

	LiteratureBrowse our product brochures and case study reports. 


	3D DetailsExplore our interactive 3D details and connections.


	Specs, CAD, BIMAll the resources you may need for your next project.

		Specs[image: ]
	CAD Details[image: ]
	BIM Families[image: ]





	Daylight ModelingDaylight with confidence when you take advantage of 3D simulation to see how your design behaves. 


	Education CenterWe are not simply here to sell a product. We are here to share knowledge.

		AIA/CES Courses[image: See the latest AIA and CES courses available.]
	Market Webinars[image: Learn about how our products benefit specific market sectors through fast-paced, virtual presentations. ]
	Videos[image: Watch our videos on the super benefits of the Kalwall panel.]
	Insights[image: Stay up to date with our company news, project highlights and industry happenings.]







One stop shop for product information, on-demand webinars and other daylighting education.
Need Help?
Find Your Local Rep  
                        
                          
                          
                        
                      
We are here to help on your next project.
Download Brochure[image: SUI Brochure Cover]







	Portfolio
	CompanyCompany

	AboutStructures Unlimited provides a single-source solution for custom-engineered daylighting structures.


	HistoryOur aluminum structures have been the perfect complement to translucent Kalwall panels since 1968.


	InsightsCompany news, product highlights and industry happenings.


	CareersStructures Unlimited is a growing company. Learn more about working with us!




Engineering Daylight for over 55 Years.
Need Help?
Find Your Local Rep  
                        
                          
                          
                        
                      
We are here to help on your next project.
Download Brochure[image: SUI Brochure Cover]
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								Shed Canopy

				
									Structures Unlimited systems are all custom built for each specific project. Contact us

for project specific details to assist in design and installation.
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				Take advantage of our complimentary daylight modeling services to understand how a Kalwall skyroof will impact your design. 
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					ADDRESS

					
						166 River Road

Bow, NH 03304 USA

info@structuresunlimitedinc.com
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						+1 800 225 3895

 +1 603 645 6539

Fax: +1 603 625 0798
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Sign Up for
 Our eNewsletter

Get educational, insightful and inspirational content from the industry leader in daylight.
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Thank You!

Welcome to our daylighting community.








      

    

  




This website stores cookies on your computer. These cookies are used to collect information about how you interact with our website and allow us to remember you. By continuing using or registering on any portion of this site, you consent to our cookies and agree to our updated Privacy Policy, Cookie Policy and Terms of Use.
Cookie SettingsAccept All
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				Privacy Overview
				
					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience.
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									Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. These cookies ensure basic functionalities and security features of the website, anonymously.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_GRECAPTCHA	5 months 27 days	This cookie is set by the Google recaptcha service to identify bots to protect the website against malicious spam attacks.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-analytics	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Analytics".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-functional	11 months	The cookie is set by GDPR cookie consent to record the user consent for the cookies in the category "Functional".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-necessary	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookies is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Necessary".
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-others	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Other.
	cookielawinfo-checkbox-performance	11 months	This cookie is set by GDPR Cookie Consent plugin. The cookie is used to store the user consent for the cookies in the category "Performance".
	viewed_cookie_policy	11 months	The cookie is set by the GDPR Cookie Consent plugin and is used to store whether or not user has consented to the use of cookies. It does not store any personal data.
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									Functional cookies help to perform certain functionalities like sharing the content of the website on social media platforms, collect feedbacks, and other third-party features.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	bcookie	2 years	LinkedIn sets this cookie from LinkedIn share buttons and ad tags to recognize browser ID.
	bscookie	2 years	LinkedIn sets this cookie to store performed actions on the website.
	lang	session	LinkedIn sets this cookie to remember a user's language setting.
	lidc	1 day	LinkedIn sets the lidc cookie to facilitate data center selection.
	na_id	1 year 24 days	The na_id is set by AddThis to enable sharing of links on social media platforms like Facebook and Twitter.
	ouid	1 year 24 days	Associated with the AddThis widget, this cookie helps users to share content across various networking and sharing forums.
	UserMatchHistory	1 month	LinkedIn sets this cookie for LinkedIn Ads ID syncing.
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									Performance cookies are used to understand and analyze the key performance indexes of the website which helps in delivering a better user experience for the visitors.
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									Analytical cookies are used to understand how visitors interact with the website. These cookies help provide information on metrics the number of visitors, bounce rate, traffic source, etc.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	_ga	2 years	The _ga cookie, installed by Google Analytics, calculates visitor, session and campaign data and also keeps track of site usage for the site's analytics report. The cookie stores information anonymously and assigns a randomly generated number to recognize unique visitors.
	_ga_BSVJS87X9R	2 years	This cookie is installed by Google Analytics.
	_gat_gtag_UA_19509828_3	1 minute	Set by Google to distinguish users.
	_gcl_au	3 months	Provided by Google Tag Manager to experiment advertisement efficiency of websites using their services.
	_gid	1 day	Installed by Google Analytics, _gid cookie stores information on how visitors use a website, while also creating an analytics report of the website's performance. Some of the data that are collected include the number of visitors, their source, and the pages they visit anonymously.
	CONSENT	2 years	YouTube sets this cookie via embedded youtube-videos and registers anonymous statistical data.
	hwp_visit	session	This cookie is used for storing an ID for the newsletter popup to tell if this is a new visitor or a visitor that has already been to the site.
	uid	1 year 24 days	This is a Google UserID cookie that tracks users across various website segments.
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									Advertisement cookies are used to provide visitors with relevant ads and marketing campaigns. These cookies track visitors across websites and collect information to provide customized ads.
	Cookie	Duration	Description
	__ss	1 day	This cookie is set by SharpSpring, a marketing automation platform. This is used for tracking visitors and form submissions.
	__ss_referrer	1 hour	This cookie is set by SharpSpring, a marketing automation platform. This is used for tracking visitors and form submissions.
	__ss_tk	25 years	This cookie is set by SharpSpring, a marketing automation platform. This is used for tracking visitors and form submissions.
	anj	3 months	AppNexus sets the anj cookie that contains data stating whether a cookie ID is synced with partners.
	fr	3 months	Facebook sets this cookie to show relevant advertisements to users by tracking user behaviour across the web, on sites that have Facebook pixel or Facebook social plugin.
	IDE	1 year 24 days	Google DoubleClick IDE cookies are used to store information about how the user uses the website to present them with relevant ads and according to the user profile.
	IDSYNC	1 year	This cookie is set by Yahoo to store information on how users behave on multiple websites so that relevant ads can be displayed to them.
	koitk	10 years	This cookie is set by SharpSpring, a marketing automation platform. This is used for tracking visitors and form submissions.
	pa_crosswise_ts	2 years	The pa_crosswise_ts cookie is set by Perfect Audience for advertising purposes based on user behavioural data.
	pa_google_ts	2 years	The pa_google_ts cookie is set by Perfect Audience for advertising purposes based on user behavioural data.
	pa_openx_ts	2 years	The pa_openx_ts cookie is set by Perfect Audience for advertising purposes based on user behavioural data.
	pa_rubicon_ts	2 years	The pa_rubicon_ts cookie is set by Perfect Audience for advertising purposes based on user behavioural data.
	pa_twitter_ts	2 years	The pa_twitter_ts cookie is set by Perfect Audience for advertising purposes based on user behavioural data.
	pa_uid	2 years	This cookie is set  by prfct.co. This cookie is used across the websites that use same ad network to display ads to the other advertisers in the network.
	pa_yahoo_ts	2 years	The pa_yahoo_ts cookie is set by Perfect Audience for advertising purposes based on user behavioural data.
	personalization_id	2 years	Twitter sets this cookie to integrate and share features for social media and also store information about how the user uses the website, for tracking and targeting.
	test_cookie	15 minutes	The test_cookie is set by doubleclick.net and is used to determine if the user's browser supports cookies.
	uuid2	3 months	The uuid2 cookie is set by AppNexus and records information that helps in differentiating between devices and browsers. This information is used to pick out ads delivered by the platform and assess the ad performance and its attribute payment.
	VISITOR_INFO1_LIVE	5 months 27 days	A cookie set by YouTube to measure bandwidth that determines whether the user gets the new or old player interface.
	YSC	session	YSC cookie is set by Youtube and is used to track the views of embedded videos on Youtube pages.
	yt-remote-connected-devices	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt-remote-device-id	never	YouTube sets this cookie to store the video preferences of the user using embedded YouTube video.
	yt.innertube::nextId	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
	yt.innertube::requests	never	This cookie, set by YouTube, registers a unique ID to store data on what videos from YouTube the user has seen.
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Don’t stay
 in the dark!

Get educational, insightful and inspirational content from the industry leader in daylight. Sign up for our enewsletter before you go.
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Welcome to our daylighting community.
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